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Citations

No sources are cited

Paper has 1-2 credible
sources that are a URL.

MLA Formatting
(Sources/Citations)

MLA formatting is
disregarded

Paper has more than 4
errors in MLA formatting

Information Presented

Questioning of Audience
(Asking Questions
DURING presentation)

Presentation

No information was
gathered

No questions were
given to involve
audience

Basic information was
gatherered, but students
did not have an
understanding ot topic

Audience involved informally

Did not have any formal presentation present
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Total
Paper has 2-4 credible
Paper has 1-2 credible sources OR
Paper has 5 credible sources,
sources, have a few errors in
they are not cited correctly/used
are accurately cited, and are
sources, but are used correctly
correctly.
used within the paper.
in the paper.
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Paper has correct MLA
formatting including headers,
headings, font size, font type,
and correct margins

0

Information was gathered, and Information was gathered, and
Basic information was gatherered,
students were able to
students were able to
but students did not have an
formulate 1-2 discussion topics formulate 3 discussion topics
understanding of topic to generate
based on information
based on information
discussion
researched/studied
researched/studied

0

1-2 formal questions (where
3-4 formal questions (where
people were called upon) were people were called upon) were
presented to the audience,
presented to the audience,
creating discussion in class
creating discussion in class
about presentation.
about presentation.
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Paper has 3-4 errors

Audience involved once or twice,
but no formal questioning used

Presentation depicts basic
understanding about specified
project, including the use of
audience questioning, basic
restatement of facts presented in
project and decisions made by
group regarding case

Paper has mostly correct MLA
formatting with 1-2 errors.

Presentation depicts general
Presentation depicts
understanding about specified understanding about specified
project, including the use of
project, including the use of
audience questioning,
audience questioning,
restatement of facts presented restatement of facts presented
in project and decisions made in project and decisions made
by group regarding case and
by group regarding case and
recommendations of group to recommendations of group to
business used in case study.
business used in case study.
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PowerPoint or Google
Slides Presentation

Organization of
Presentation

Level of Work

No presentation
included
Did not complete a
PowerPoint or
Google Slide
Presentation

No presentation included

1-2 slides presented

Presentation was
haphazardly put together at
Presentation was not well
the last minute. The work organized, and appeared rushed.
was sloppily completed.

3-4 slides presented

5 or more slides presented

Presentation was well
organized, using 1-2 tables,
charts and other visual aides
(where applicable), planned,
and extremely neat and
presentation-ready.

Presentation was well
organized, using tables, charts
and other visual aides (where
applicable), well thought out,
and extremely neat and
presentation-ready.

Worked very efficiently, were
Did not effectively
Somewhat worked on
Worked somewhat efficiently, were Worked efficiently, were able able to organize and manage
work on project, and project and seldomly used
able to organize workload, and
to organize and manage the
the workload, and was
was off task most of class time properly, but was were productive about 80% of the workload, and were productive effective in utilizing classtime
the time.
off task some of the time.
time.
about 90% of the time.
as designated the majority of
the time.
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